What are the most important lessons you have learned this week?

I have learned that there are endless possibilities with online learning. I never thought it would be possible in higher education and classrooms.

We are all innovators....

trying to handle challenge in our local contexts. It’s good to be reminded that we have shared goals and need each others’ support and bring about change <3

Gosia & Daniela

we have learned a lot about telecollaborative projects and how to use them at class. New friends and colleagues. We will know how to use new innovative learning methods and virtual exchange practices in education process.

Most important...

Learning about new tools we didn’t know they existed

The VE and the process to implement it in our university.

Knowing great people

Lessons learnt

The first thing is: Where’s a will, there's a way.

Secondly, There are plenty of great tools to use to make the educational process more interesting, varied and more interactive.

Collaborative online learning, open networked learning and global classroom are important tools and environments for expanding and promoting international university cooperation

Internationalisation doesn’t have to cost a lot of money anymore.

— ANONIMOWY
Learn about the different ways to share knowledge in intercultural experiences and the opportunity to internalize higher education; We have experienced different perspectives on inclusive learning; Know new tools to incorporate them into our classes.

I really appreciate all the input. Many thanks to you, Alastair, for being so generous in sharing links, slides and your vast experience. I really appreciate your pedagogical approach - a constant reminder to me that we shouldn’t fossilize in our preferred ways of teaching. Thank you :-) Gosia

How can you implement what you have learned in your organisation?

Create small e-network using New methods of virtual exchange

That’s the hardest question!

Promoting intercultural meetings can be an option. The moment your authorities realise you are not alone can be a game changer (Gosia). Establishing personal links with administrative staff and across departments can help get through with innovation. (Daniela)

How can we build on what we have started this week?

Disseminate and share our experience and obtained practices in our respective institutions. If it’s possible, just embed new forms and virtual technologies into university curricula

Staying in contact with the people we meet here and raising awareness at our organization, talk to people and identify champions in our universities that might join our ideas

I hope we do that! — DANIELA56

upon arrival the meeting with colleagues at home university will be organized to share knowledge, experience

Start using and experimenting on the new tools

Maintaining the community....

It would be nice to form (and nurture) an online community for providing support and promoting the virtual events we learn about. The thing is it always seems easy when you are away from your daily responsibilities, once you are back reality sets in. (Daniela & Gosia)

usage in teaching activity, share knowledge with faculties and departments of our universities and if possible we will create small groups to involve students in internationalization process and mobility, organize telecollaboration at English class
How very true! — ANONIMOWY

Nice! — ANONIMOWY

From now on …
If we seriously think about telecollaboration, keeping in touch with each other is a must. We have to spread the word & our ideas as well as keep experimenting with other concepts, tools & methods.

Virtual follow up?
How about we have a virtual meeting in the not very distant future and continue the discussion? To test some of the wonderful tools and methods we have learned about?

We have to keep in touch and propose strategies for working together on projects, conferences, seminars and exchanges.

The organizers
We’d like to thank all our speakers - you’ve been most inspiring!!! A big thank you to all the participants - you are the best!

Internationalization started here! Thank you!

Any other comments on this week’s activities?
It was very useful training

Interesting people
It was great to know a bunch of people that want to do great things.

Get more ‘energizers’ next time.

We feel very inspired!!! Thank you <3 Gosia & Daniela

Great thanks for all of us for creating so friendly atmosphere. I hope to stay in touch with you and continue our cooperation.

I’ve learned a lot from you all, guys :-)

Wonderful experience
Great activities and people. Many thanks to the organizers. Very thankful for the chance to be here.
It's a great pleasure to stay here with different people of different countries and do friendship and get ideas from experts.

—anonymously